
FOREWORD 

In half a century, welding haa 

evolved from shop'repair through .  engineering 

method to scientific technology.. .Today, 

simple and highly-deVelOped forme of welding 

exist - side by side, so that a bewildering pie-

ture Must be presented to the non-specialist. 

The historical approach may help to 

brin  perspective to the picture. A . better . 

 understanding is to be desired to create Such 

a condition in education and research that . 

welding may flourish in these fields. Studenti 

and teachers are required, familiar with*its 

•disciplines. Almost . everything Made of.metal; 

from ships to satellites, must have welded. 

parts, and the techniques must becontrolled 

•by engineers and scientists 

ohn Convey 

Director, 
Mines Branch 
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ABSTRACT 

The history of welding, including the auxiliary 
methods of soldering and brazine, has been traced from 
Its beginning in the Bronze. and Iron Ages to modern times. 
A simple, chrônological treatment has been used: 

Joining ,  methods in early cultures (Period 5000 B.C.-- . . 
1200 A.D.). 
The dawn of science end technology (Period 1700 A.D..- 
1875 A.D.). 
The appearance of the major welding processes (Foriqd 
.1877-1903). 
Welding primarily as a repair method (Period 1903-191a›. 
Welding for construction and fabrication (Period 
1919-1951). • 
Welding as a scientific technology ,(Today). 

In the first section of the report, dealing with 
early history, other joining meeriods such as rivetting are 
briefly discussed for comparison with welding. In later 
sections, these other methods are omitted. 

The last four periods permit a more uniform • 
treatment of the subject matter under the sub-titles (a) 
resistance welding, (b) arc welding and cutting, (c) gas 
welding and cutting, and (d) other methods. 

In the early part of the twentieth centuryl  
welding became known as a useful repair method, and the 
subsequent history involves an account of a gradual release 
from this hampering designation. An attempt is made in the 
last section to show how. welding has become a fully-fledged 
technology, but the review .of present-day welding that thia 
entails has been made indicative rather than complete, 
because adequate accounts are available. elsewhere. 

UMOInley••••••• • it. 	 . , 
Head,  Welding Section, Physical Metallurgy Division, Mines 
Branch, Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa, 
Canada. 
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BREF HISTORIQUE UA LA TECHN0L0GIB- 1)2 LA sôuweE 

par 

K. Wintertoe 

. 	 • 	, 	• 	, 
..-REZUME 	• 	 • 

. 	 . 	• 	• , 
la 

. 	 . 
• . 	L'histoire de 	 oudure, y inclus celle•des procédé% 

apparenté% de brasage au cuivre ou â  l'argent et de. brasage'h 
leétain, a été retracé% depuis ses . originei auX'îges dé bronze 
et de fer jusqu'à_nos  jours. On-a eu. recours aune. division 
chronologique simple: 	 . . 	 . . 	. 	. . 	- 	• 	• . 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	 . 	 • 

Procédé% d'assemblage utilisés par les civilisations an-
. 	ciennea (période comprise entre 5,000 ans  av. J.-0. et 

l'an 1200 ap.  • .-C. 	 • 
Aurore de la science et de la technologie  •(période com-
prise:entre l'an 1700 et l'an 1875). 

Apparition des principaux procées.de  soudure (1877-1903). 
Soudure utilisée avant tout pour fins de réparation (1903- 
1918). 	 . , , , 

•Soudure utilisée a des fins de construction et de faconnage 
(1919-1051).': 	

5 

Soudure envisagée en tant que technologie scientifique  - 
(période actuelle). ., 	. , . 	,,. 

La première Partie du présent rapport,. qui traité de 
l'histoire ancienne ;  contient une brève étude: d'autres proeédél 
d'assemblage tele que le:rivetage, pour fins dé_cemparaison 
avec la soudure. Les.sectiens subsequentes du rapport ne'. 
mentionnent paa ces autres proeédé%. 

Les, quatre derniéred per.iodespormettent de traiter 
plus Uniformement la question à l'étude dans le cadre'. des 

 suus-titres-suivants: (a) soudure par résistance, (b) soudure 
et coupage ILl'arc,.(c) soudure et coupage au gaZet (d )  
autre  d procédée. 

• 
Au début du VingtJéMe siècle, la soùdure a pris de 

l'importance comme technique utile de reparation l 'et-le reste 
du rapport mentionne de quelle facon la soudure s'est graduelle- 

' mont débarasséé  de cette dé%ignation restrictive'. Dans la der-
nière partie, l'auteur tente de demontrer comment la soudure 

. est devenue une véritable technologie; mais 1,texaffien de la 
• situation actuelle de la soudure est presenté de fqôn,plùtôt 
sommaire, étant donné7qu'il existe ailleurs des exposes satis-
faisante. 

*Chef ;  Section de la soudure, Division de la métallurgie 
physique, Direction des Mines, ministre des Mines et des 
ReIeves techniques, Ottawa; Canada. 	• 
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INTRODUCTION 

Much .ingenuity has been exercised recently in 

defining welding terms. The task has been made more 

difficult by the variety and complexity of processes now 

available. In this report, the word "welding" changes in 

meaning when it is.used to describe the joining methods 

of different periods. At first, any kind of join was 

acceptable, and later, more and more demands were made 

of the physical, chemical and mechanical propertiee of ' 

the,joint as a whole. 

The simple chronological system that has been 

followed.preserves a narrative style for those who  may 

wish to read the complete report.  The  period-from 5000 

B.C. to the present day has been divided into six Periods 

of varying length, for convenience of treatment, eaeh 

successive period representing an obvious  stop forward.in 

technical progress. Following the introduction of the 

major welding processes in the period 1877-1903,.it is 

possible to follow the modification of any particular 

process by reference tô  the classification,  (a) resist-

ance welding, (h) arc welding and cutting, (c) gas weld-

ing and cutting and (d) other methods, that has been used 

for all the later periods. 
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, . 	. 	_ 
JOINING METHODS IN EARLY CULTURES 

PERIOD 5000 B.C.-1200 A.D. 

Mechanical methods of joining were probably used 

bàfore metals were discovered. For example, buttons may 

have been used to join the clothes worn in Palaeolithic 

times. Stone hammers and flint axe-heads were joined to 

cleft sticks or wooden handles by lashing. 

Àdhesives maY have been used occasionally to 

supplement mechanical methods.. Modern primitives provide 
) examples. ,An Eskimo dagger has - been described(I  . that was 

made with - a blade of jasper joined tà a wooden handle, 

with bitumen. A stone axe from North Australia:liad been 

madewith-a stone axe7.head in a-bent withy, 

provide .a 'handle; gum,had been used to help secure the 

stone in pesitionS 1)  No doubt expedientsi of thia:kind 

were  used  in  Palaeolithic and Neolithic- times, with materials 

locallyavailable. A kind of:enamel. called niello, con-

sisting.of metal - sulphides melted together, Was'used by 

the,Egyptians and by the Mycenaeans asearly as 1600  

for inlay work on Metal objeéts. Niellé wai very Widely 

used in many liands:frém this tiMe until the Middle Ages 	, 

- for the same purPose. 

It is likely that, after metals began to be dis-

covered, a long time was required for experiment before 
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new techniques were evolved appropriate for the new 

materials; joining techniques would offer no exception. 

The unusual appearance of metals suggested magical and 

decorative usee, to which they were at first chnfined by 

scarcity. Later the production of valuable ornaments, 

.implements and ceremonial objects, together with the 
1 • 

increasing complexity of decoration, led to new joining 

methods more appropriate for metals, namely cold-pressure 

welding, rivetting, and brazing. Probably these three 

methdds were all practised by about 3000 	théiugh it 

is impossible to be sure of the order in which thdY 

appeared or the extent to which each was usect‘ 

Native copper and gold are suppoeed to  have  been 

noticed and collected from about 5000 B.C.onwards. The 

discovery of malleability and the production of simple 

shapes such as discs, plates, bowie, rings and - amulets 

f011owed -  slowly. bceasionally when hammering gold  parts 

tegether; for example to form a ring or amulet, a true 

chid-pressure weld may have resulted. It has been sug-

gested that the Egyptians made copper pipe around 5500 B.Ç., 

by hammering the overlapping sheet edges together. (2)  

Modern writers speculate 'freely about the joining of metals 

by hamffiering, though àome of them may not be acquainted 

with the difficulty of joining metals in this way.M 



Gold would.certainly be easier to join than ccieer, because 

its surfaces are not coated with an oxide skin as are those 

of copper. (1) It has been said that,by about 3000 B.O. 

the Egyptians coated objects with silver or gold by 

hammering foil onto the surfaces. (3)  When the object was 

made of copper, some bonding would occur, and to the extent 

that this was deliberate, the practice' provides an early 

example of cold-pressure welding. It is not easy to find 

good examples from these very early times of deliberate 

joining by hammering or pressure that would merit the 

name of welding by modern definition. At a much later 

date, perhaps about 1000 B.O., there is an example of a 

gold object produced in sheet metal by an Irish gold-

smith in the early Iron Age, where the sheet edges were 

overlapped and joined by eburnishing" to produce an 

excellent lap weld» )  However, this was not represen-

tative of a general technique, because the Irish gold-

smiths at about this time normally joined the sheet edges 

by folding or by sewing them together with wire. (1)  

Rivetting, like cold-pressure welding* may also 

have been used to join wrought metals before there was 

any knowledge of melting. Unlike cold-pressure welding, 

rivetting cannot have originated accidentally. Its 

invention required original abstract thought. Its use 
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leaves no doubt about the intention of joining. An early 

example is provided by a riveted copper vessel from Ur, 

Mesopotamia, which is believed to have bben made before 

2500 B.C. (1)  There are many examples from the Bronze 

Age of rivetted swords, daggers and halberds. Rivetting 

was used for an increasing variety of dbjects as,time went 

on, and, like welding, rivetting is still widely used 

today. However, because of lts simplicity and inherent 

limitations, rivetting has shown a farless‘complex 

development than welding. 

Brazing* may have been developed not long -after 

the discovery of melting. Melting, the.smelting of sittee 

copper ores, and casting are all believed to have been 

discovered during the peridd 4000-3000 B.C. (1 ) It has 

been suggested(1) that, somewhere in the Near East, a 

gold worker, melting gold nuggets from various sources, 

noticed that the metal from one particular source melted 

earlier, because of a greater impurity content, and fused 

together the other solid pieces. Without knowing the 

reason for this behaviour, this worker may have set the 

special gold on one side to.be  used for brazing pui.poses. 

•■••••■■•••■■•■■•■TIM,IONIPIMMIONIIMIIIM. 

*Bi;azing.is a modern term, 
.describe joining with.an  
strength and fairly high 
a lower temperature than 

derived from brass, iised'to 
alloy (or metal), of high 
melting point, that millts'at' 
the metalto be,j4.ned. 
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Later, deliberate alloying . wes Used to achieve the same 

results. . A copper panel from Im-Dugud in Mesopotamia 

(Figure t) hes.separate,Parts joined to the main panel by 

brazing, and is,believed.tohave.been made.before-, , 

3000 B.O. (/) In 2500 B.C.,braZing was known in Vr, 

Mesopotania, (1)  and from . the'same period,there is an 

example - of its  use in  Egypt from the tomb of Queen Metep-

hires, Dynasty  IV,  the canopy for which waà arranged on - 

copper . poles fixed into sockets by brazing. (1)  

Brazingowas also uSed for works of art decorated by 

granulation and filigree. These arts entailed handling 

innumerable tiny wires and granules and fixing these into 
, 

place individually by brazing. Typical ie a gold dagger 

sheath and cosmeticcase from Ur, MesOpotamia, belieVed 

to have been made before 2500, B.C. (1) 	Many similar 

examples are extant. • 	 . 

Flow welding, called in the foundry whurning-on", 

was also probably known'in ancient times. This consists 

in casting molten metal in contiguity With a previously 

made casting to make an addition to It, or between com-

ponent castings to join them, 6r - into  cracks or holes in 

a casting to effect a repair. Sometimes a stibsidiary 

'mould may be necessary to hOld and shape the additionalmetal. 

For a Greek statue made in 500 B. G. the technique was used 
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to fasten to the head separately-cast pieces representing 

locks of hair. (1 )  However, it seems likely that flow 

welding was known and used much earlier. The picture is 

obscure,  and it is difficult to dissociate the technique 

as a branch of welding from techniques that belong,rather, 

to the foundry. 

In illustration of the difficulties of precise 

classification, mention may be made of a battleaxe from 

Ras Shamra, in Syria,consisting of an iron blade with a 

(I) copper socket made about 1300 B.C. - 	The socket had 

been cast onto the blade, but the joint relied on the 

mechanical locking provided bY contraction rather than 

on true welding. (1)  

Forge welding, or the joining of iron parts by 

hammering while hot, must date from about 1400 B.C., when 

iron began to be more extensively used. There is con,- 

siderable scope for speculation, because meteoric iron was 

known from about 4000 B.C. - onwardé, (1)  and  iron ores may 

have been.occasionally smelted from about 30p0  B.C. 

onwards. (1) On the other hand, there is evidence that 

iron was valuable because of its scarcity before  about 

1400 B.C., (1)  and was treated - as a metal difficult to 

form and tinsuitable for practical use. It seems reasonable 

to take as a turning point the extensive iron smelting 

and forging by the Ohalybes people, subjects of the 
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Hittite kings, in the period 1400 to 1200 B.C. (1)  An 

early example of forge-welded ironWork is'the uncomfor-

table-looking iron head-rest of Tutankhamen,made about 

1350 B.C. (1) 	It is thought that this may have been a 

gift from a Syrian ruler, because'ironworking in Syria 

was more advanced than in Egypt at this time. (1)  The 

technique of forge welding has been used for a great 

variety of purposes. Figure 2 shows some forge-welded 

iron Age fire-dogs found in Cambridgeshire. 

• 	 There.is the somewhat brash Claim.that  the  welding 

of iron,. "Kollesiso, was invented by. a 'Greek, Glaukos of 

(1)  Cuis,•in the period 700-600 B.C., . but, though this 

ltdiscovere may have heralded a.more.extenspre usage, 

there is little doubt that-forge welding• must  have  been' . 

 used. many times •and.many centuries earlier. . 

Itl.s possible, though.unlikeIy, that soldering , 

was used before 1400 B.C. Soft soldering* connotes the 

joining of metals with a metal alloy of low melting point. 

Tin.is the mosteffectiye anctalmost essential ingredient 

of solder, and was not available in quantity before about 

*Without further qualification, the ter  m "solderingr 
should be taken to mean soft soldering as here defined. 
The nomenclature . is obscured by the use of termsisuch 
as "silver solder" and "hard solder" for alloys used in 
brazing. 
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1400 B.C.,(1) when tin ores were smelted to make tin directly.

(Before this time, bronzes were made indirectly by heating

copper in contact with tin ores and reducing agents. (1))

No very clear and precise distinction exists between soldering

and brazing. Although these two processes may be distinguished,

many writers on excavation and ancient history have failed

to do so. The ancients, for their part, may have attempted

to use many kinds of metal combinations for joining. The

special qualities of tin for this purpose would quite likely

soon become known after it became available in quantity,

perhaps when attempts were made to make bronze directly from

its c8mponent metals.

The Romhns were acquainted with several aspects of

welding, but did not introduce any new methods.

The Roman smiths practieed the "steeling of blades",

that is,the forge welding of steel edges onto the iron body

of the blade.

Lead.pipes were used in Roman plumbing, and often

required joining. One example of jointed pipes is in the

museum in Bath, Englând, and shows(4) two distinct passes,

so that the structure in ctoss-section resembles that of

a multi-run.weld. The lead was poured molten into the

jôint,(5) so that the technique should be classed as flow

w e 1d ing.
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. _Brazing was familiar to.the : Ramans... One example 

is provided by  the mention  of an iron . ring brazed .With, 

.copper.; (6 

Special furnaces were introduced in Roman times 

for  the.agglomeration of small ingots from the smelting 

furnace in order to make - large blooms for forging. (6) 

This process involves welding in the wide sense, though not 

in  ,the sense of joining finished parts. 

In India, huge composite blooms were made by 

forge welding. The fa mous Delhi pillar (310 A.D.), 

twenty-four feet long and sixteen inches in diameter 

(Figure 3), has been shown to have been made from many 

separate blooms, each weighing about eighty pounds. (7) 

The less-well-known pillar of Dhar (321 A.D.) was larger, 

being forty-two feet in length. (7) At about the same 

time, other large iron objects were made in a similar way, 

including a large iron girder at Puri, iron gates at 

Somnali, and a pillar twenty-four feet long at Min1ri. (7) 

In England, in the Anglo-Saxon period (410-1066 A.D.) 

small tools were rivetted and frequently decorated with 

inlay. (6)  Piling of blooms was practised, and in fact 

the blooms were so small that several might be required to 

forge a single axe-head. (6) 
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Sufficient literature remains to show that, in 

europe in the Dark Ages, the earlisr techniques were not 

forgotten, but were, rather, extended and refined. The monk 

Theophilus, describing arts and practices in church-building, 

gives details of soldering techniques used for ecclesias-

tical plate. (7) He also describes smelting, refining, 

hammering, casting, wire-drawing and gilding, as practised 

In the period 1000-1200  

The Normans made extensive use of the draw-plate, (6) 

then available for making wire for the manufacture of 

chain mail, grilles for shrines, and mesh for the  rein-

forcement forcement of woodensates. 	Joints in wire mesh.or mail 

were made by clipping, rivetting or welding. The smith 

was a master not only of the forging  of  iron but also of 

forge welding. It is known that William the Norman took 

with him many smiths (8) in the war resulting in the English 

conquest. Even in England, the smith was  an  °Meer of 

the highest rank. (7) The Norman victory was made possible 

(7) because of more and better arms. 
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.THE DAWN OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:  

PERIOD 1700 A.D. - 1875 A.D. 

In' 1724,*  a man namèd Desaguilius gave an adCount 

to - the Royal Society of )"SomWiexperimentecOncdrrilnelée n 

 whiéh is remarkable esanearly stiady of cold-pressure 

Welding'and alsO for its quantitative apProach.  H18  OWfl 

record (see Ro1laaon (9) ) states.: 

"Having, on Thursday 29th April last, made 
mention of sonie experiments----by Mr. Trievall 
at Newcastle and Edinburgh,  1 made the following 
experiment to the same purpose before the Royal 
Society'. 

I took the leaden balls----the first weighing 
1 pound, and the Other 2 pounds, . »  and from each 
eut off a segment of about 3/4 inch in diameter, 
pressed them together with my hand with a little 

twist 	 The balls stuck together----though 
loaded with scale and weights 	amounted to 16 
pounds. A little more weight separated themr----- 
viewing the touching surfaces it appeared that 
they did not exceed a circle of 1/12 inch diameter 
	. The experiment was repeated several 
times and the cohesion of the balls was different 
every time." 

(With a circular contact area of 02 inch dia-

meter, and a load of 16 pounds, the strength of the weld 

is 2,930 pounds per square inch.) 

*From this point onwards, the letters A.D. are omitted from 
the year designations. 
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In1800, Humphrey Davy provided a foundation for 

modern welding with two discoveries that were later to 

lead to  two metheds or producing intense local heating. 

The firàt of these was the discovery of acetylene (10) and 

the second was the production of an arc between carbon 

points when experimenting with Volta's battery. (7)  In 1802, 

(10) 	- V. V. Petrov also made a study of the arc. 	It was 

because of its possibilities for illumination, rather than 

its possibilities for melting, that Davy was interested in 

the arc, and by 1809 he had shown that it was possible tO 

maintain a high voltage arc for reasonable periods. (2) 

 Howel:rer, both arc-lighting and electric welding had to 

await the development of the generator before they could 

become practical methods. In 1842, Woolrich devised a 

magneto-electric machine, but it was expensive. (3)  An 

improved dynamo invented by Wilde in 1866 (3)  was followed 

by the Gramme ring dynamo in 1871, which proved to be 

satisfactory for arc-1ighting. (1)  Arc-lighting Counà 

practical use for many years, but was overtaken by the 

carbon-filament lamp, invented first by Swan in 1878 (1) 

and later by Edison. (1)  In 1849, W. E. Staite obtained 

a patent for welding using the electric arc. (10)  J. P. 

Joule, in 1857, also called attention to the possibility 

of using electricity for joining, in a lecture entitled 

■•■■■ 
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"On the fusion of metals by voltaic electricity", . 

as recorded In the Memoirs .  of the Literary ,  and  
(2) 

Philosophical Society,.of Manchester, 2nd Series. 

„eToule reported the successful, joining,of steel to 

brass, and of iron to platinum„.and thé joining of 
- 	(2) a bundle of iron wireà. 	It.has been pointed 

out that joule was anticipated in some  of  his ideas i 

 by Lord Kelvin, then Professor .  WilliaM-Thomson. (11) 

However, the ideas and experiments. of Kelvin', Staite 

and Joule made little impact at the time, and the 

credit for the introduction  of joining methods fore- - 

seen by them is usually given to other men who appeared 

later on the scene. It is perhaps of interest to 

note that as early as 1849 the LaGrange-Hohe Company 

used electrical-resistance ‘ heating fer initial heating 

before forging, in the manufacture of water-pails. (7) 

With the disdovery by  Davy of adetylene, -  • 

In 1806 0 (10)  and the diseovery ofoxygen independently 

by Priestley in England and Scheele in Sweden in 

1774, (2)  the foundation was laid for. gas welding and 

• gas cutting. Some give a later  date for  DàVy's dis-

covery of acetylene, but this is of little consequence, 

because Use Was not made of the new gas for livelàiilg  and • 
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cutting until early in the twentieth century. As early as 

1847, Robert Hare of Philadelphia successfully used thé 

oxy-hydrogen flame to melt 2 lb of platinum. (12)  It was 

not then known that the oxy-acetylene flame is much hotter. 

Another interesting discovery, that was not to be 

turned to practical use for some time, was the violent 

reaction that occurred between aluminum powder and metal 

oxides .(notably iron oxide) when heat was applied; this 

WES remarked by the Tissier Brothers in  

. Faster rivetting was made possible in 1837 with 

the 'introduction of a rivetting machine by Sir William 

Yairbairn. (7) It was greeted withalarm by the boiler-

makersi and strike action was suggested. (7) Metal 

fasteners were becoming much lower in cost by about 1850 

and in the years that followed, with the introduction of 

semi-automatic manufacture. (2) Prior to this time, .bolts, 

for instance,were usually Made individually by the 

blacksmith. (2)  

Various methods were suggested in this period for 

making welded tube, and most of these found application 

for a time. In 1808, Benjamin Cook was granted British 

patent No. 3122 for making welded  tube. 	in 
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1812,1ntrOduced maàhinery  for  welding the barrels of ffre-

arms, etc.using - a method in which 'the sheet edges-were 

lapped and weided.i(7. )  The first buttweldingprocess 

appeared in:4821;'whanjames Russell,oédnesbury succeeded 

in Making butt-welded tubeoiSing a mandrel and a.-t1lt hammer. 

. Cornelius- Whitehouse was resPonsible . for further developmeht 

of the.buttwelding .  process  in 1825. 

In the period 1840-1844, better methods of lap 

welding were worked out using a mandrel and grooved circular 

rolls. (7)  By the end of the period being discussed, both 

lap-welded and butt-welded tube were being made in large-

quantities. In connection with forge welding, it is also of 

interest to note that the company of Birkenshaw-Bedlington 

Ironworks, which produced rolled Iran rails as early as 1820, 

(7) proposed to join lengths of rail by welding; - unfortunately, 

it is not recorded whether or not this was attempted. 

Flow  welding was tried in 1870,to provide steel 

tires for railroad car wheels. The heated tire ring was 

placed in a mould, and the hub and plate cast into  

In a talk by F. J. Bramwell ( " )  in 1875 to the Royal Society 

of Arts, the method of making the tire was described. One 

end of the strip was forked,by hammering,to fit over 

the other end. The joint was compressed by screw action 
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while heated in a fire. Bramwell records that it was 

usual practice to place a mark near the welded joint to 

show its position, as a warning to avoid drill holes or 

other weaknesses in the vicinity. 

In the last example, the welded joint was regarded 

as a kind ar defect, indicating an attitude that would end 

the period on a sour note for welding. To offset this, 

it may be noted that an obscure mechanic in Philadelphia, 

on JanuarY 5, 1873, proposed to join whole ships by 

welding. (7) He claimed to have invented machines to 

accOmplish this, and pointed out that great savings in 

time  and money would be possible, combined with an indrease 

(7) in strength and durability of the ships. 	This early 

vision was quite striking, since the means at hand were 

far short of those required for its fulfilment. 

THE APPEARANCE OF THE MAJOR WELDING PROCESSES 

PERIOD 1877 - 1903 

Before 1877, the only welding processes known 

were forge welding, flow welding and cold-pressure welding, 

together with soldering and brazing, all of which had been 

known for at least 3,000 years. In the comparatively short 

period of 26 years between 1877 and 1903, the following 

major processes made their appearance (not necessarily 
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in the order given): 

Redistance Welding  

ii;fRedistance butt Welding 

2  Spot 	j.: 

3,,Seam welding 

-4. Projection welding 

5. Flash-butt welding 

A112_&21111 1,MIIIIIE 
6. Carbon-arc welding 

•7. Plug welding 	 , 	• 

8. Arc cuttingand piercing 

9. Metal-arc welding (bère wire) 

10. Metal-arc  welding (coated'electroded) 

Gas Welding'and Cutting  

11. Oxyacetylenewelding 

Oxy-acetlene and ox5gas cutting 

Other MethodS  

13. Thermit welding 

Rather than to adhere to the pretise Order in . 

Which the individual. mOdifications apPeared, it is  more  . 

convenient to consider separately eaCh group of. processes. 
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(a) Resistance Welding  

Professor Elihu  Thomson  is usually given the 

credit for originating resistance welding. An accidental 

discovery with ï'ar-reaching consequences was made while 

Thomson was giving a lecture in 1877 to the Franklin 

Institute in Phi1adelPhia. (2,11,14) While demonstrating 

the reversIbllity of the transformer  (sparking coil), he 

connected several Leyden jars across the secondary  ter-

minais, and held together the terminale of the primary 

4) winding. (1 	The terminals stuck together and could not 

be pulled apart. 

Thomson was aware of à current problem of dynamo 

construction, in that only short lengths  of  wire were 

available from the wire manufacturers. 04) The frequent 

joints made by soldering or brazing were often too thick, 

so that smooth winding was difficult. 04) He commenced 

experiments (11) and in the period 1883-1885 constructed a 

resistance-welding machine(2)  (butt welder), for experi-

m.ental purposes. (15) 

For a long time Thomson displayed very limited 

vision about the possibilities of resistance welding, as 

is illustrated by the fact that , in lectures given by him 

In 1886 and 1887 he was still talking about the butt 

welding of wires for windings se being an important 
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application. (11.) This single possibility had occupied his

thoizghts for a period of..-ten.,years.. His first patent in

1885 (18) and .the welding machine,demonstrated at the

American Institute Fair in 1887(2) were,bôth for resistance

butt welding. This.-was in fact less important than the

other resistance-.welding processes that foll,owed, and had

found few applications by the , end ,of the. n1.neteenth

céntury.^1)

In v.i.ew of this early limited vision, it is all

the more remarkable. that Thomscin succeeded in makirig

himself the czar of "resistance welding in the péribd ttiat.

followed. His.rémarkable empire, was built over. a periçid

of forty years, from 1884 to 1924•, The basic patent in.

J16) (2,11)
1.885 was followed by others in the:fôllowing year.

Thomson.wasâ prolific iriventor, and wâs.granted ninety-

seven patents related.to'resistahce welding,apart

from patents on generâtors, mbtors, larrips, imetërs,.welders,

transformers insulati ç:^n, and mâ:ny :other mattërs..^ He

also attracted to himself a group of çollabora.tpts, Coffin,

Dewey, Zemp,. Rasmussen and others, who themselves:were

granted over fifty patents in .the field of resistance

welding,(11) His group also acquired the rights to the

patents of other inventors.(1-1 ^
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Thomson's company, the Universal Electric Co. of 

New York, basically owned the rights to the process  of 

resistance welding. The sYstem that they used was to 'lease 

the welding machines to users for a given rental, and to 

Impose an additional levy of 25-33% of the savings effected 

by the new method of joining. (h1) In 1888, Mr. M. A. Jevons 

of Birmingham was appointed the British agent for the 

Thomson interests. (h4) Juvons himself invented and patented 

a process for the seam welding of tube, equipment for making 

welded chain, etc. 04) He was also the central figure of 

the coMpany formed later, Pontelec Welding Patents Ltd., 

as an agency for Thomson. (14) An early resistance-welding 

machine by the Thomson Electric Welding Co. is shown in 

Figure 4. 

The increasingly profitable arrangements persisted 

for many years and eVen as late as 1916 resistance welding 

was still virtually in the hands of one company. (11) 'In that 

year, five other companies were licensed to make resistance- 

welding machines. (11) The period of monopoly was accom- 

panied by many claims, counter-claims and lawsuits. (11)  

Perhaps of most importance were.the patent issued to Coffin 

(of the  Thomson group) for flash-butt welding in 1889,( 2 h 1 ) 

four patents to Coffin for spot welding in 1890, (2)  .patents 

to Thomson for seam.welding in 1890, (h1) a patent to 
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Robinson for projection welding in 1897 9 (2)  a patent to 

Kleinschmidt for the use of copper electrodes in spot 

welding in  1898, (1115)  and a patent to Harmatta for spot 

welding in' 1903. ( 2 11)  Bouchayer patented the use of 

duplex copper electrodes for spot welding in 1903 • .( 15) -A 

long legal battle between Harmatta and the Thomson group 

for the proprietorship of spot welding was not ended until 

1924, and was concluded in Thomson' s.  favour. (11)  

Coffin's process of flash-butt welding required a 

higher voltage than resistance butt welding, and pressure 

was applied in two stages, permitting local arcing to 
(11) .  facilitate heating at the interface. 	This was destined 

to become the most important of the butt welding processes, 

resistance butt welding being relegated to the wire-joining 

application for which it was initiated. (11) 

Seam welding was first carried out using circular 

copper electrodes and continuous current. (11)  This proved 

to be satisfactory only for thin-gauge material. (11)  Ita  

application was limited because of excessive roller wear. 

Around 1891, a great improvement was effected with the 

introduction of intermittent current to produce a series of 

overlapping spot welds instead of a continuous seam.(11) 
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Several applications for resistance welding 

appeared in the latter part of the 19th century. As early 

as 1879, Alexander Siemens saw that Thomson's idea might 

be applied to the joining of 'cables. (11)  In 1881, he 

succeeded in joining the armouring wires of cable,( 11 ) 

using 60-100 amp at 20 volts. The wire diameter was in 

the range 0.073 to 0.13 in. The ends were scarfed rather 

than butted. Under tension, about half the test lengths 

broke outside the joint. 

Many examples of the application of resistance 

welding were cited by Duff in a lecture in 1893 to the West 

). of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute; (11  these included 

. pipes, chain links, copper-to-brass and lead-to-brass joints, 

iron axes with welded-steel tip, wheel tires, bicycle hubs 

and gun barrels. In the sanie  year, J. C. Perry introduced 

electrically-welded fence fabrics for the Bates Eachinery 

Company. 	Towards the end of the 19th century, the 

resistance butt-welding process was used for joining rods 

and wires for wiredrawing. (1) McBerty is Credited with 

the first commercial application of spot welding in 

1901. (2). 

(b) Arc Welding  and  Cutting  

It is generally > accepted that the first mail to 

use the heat of the arc for joining was Auguste de Meritens. 

With a carbon electrode as the negative pole, he made joins 
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in load plates for storage batteries, in the yeâr

1881.(2'15) ! Hôweve.r, it was a pupi.l of his, N. de Benardos,

who i s usually. given• credit.-for .the : invention. This is

justified by the fact that it,was :,Benaa.°dos who brought the

possibil3.ty.to -public âttention. He also, showed _remarkable

insight, into tho poten.tialities of weiding..... .

In 1885, Nicholas de Benardos-,(Gentleman) and.

Stanislaus Olszewski (Bngineer.of St. Petersburg) eecured

British Patent No. 12984.(14') The following extracts(14)

give some idea of the scope of the invention:-.

"An improved method of and apparatus for

.1. The . union of motals.

2. Their disunion or separation.

3. The formation of apertures in metals.

4. Union of metals in layers." (Presumably

Benardos had in mind the fabrication of

thick armour).

"Thé process, which we call electrohépkiaest,

consists of the fo.rmation of volts.lc ares,

when necessary-----'*

"This process of working metals may be-corabined

with a gas apparatus, whereby gas,or.a mixture

of gases, could be introduced by pipes into the

voltaic arc,. to increase its tension-----
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"Electrode----either a solid or hollow pencil or 

rod. The hollow carbon is filled with various 

metals or their alloys, which play the part of 

solder." 

A sketch of the original apparatus is shown in 

Figure 5. 

• It seems quite clear that Benardos and Olszewski 

should have the credit for introducing the generalized 

concept of carbon-arc welding. Their description of the 

use of the carbon arc for piercing, for making apertures, 

and for generalized cutting operations also leaves no room 

for doubt. It has been suggested that the original patent 

wording covers spot welding 11) but this is difficult to 

substantiate. It is true that the inventors mention the 

joining of metals at discrete spots, but they probably had 

in mind a series of plug welds, using the arc to melt 

through two or more layers of the plates to be joined. 

This was still an advanced idea, and it is interesting to 

remember that Elihu Thomson was still absorbed with the 

butt welding of wires and rods at this time. (11)  It has 

even been suggested that BenardoS and Olszewski invented 

metal-arc welding, (14) but this seems to be incorrect. 

The idea of welding with a hollow carbon electrode con-- 

taining metal does not constitute metal-arc welding; in 



fact, the.suggestion sounds impractical, and does not • 

appear to have been mentioned thereafter. 

• . •The.J3enardoeand Olezewski  patent  was a,1àr7sighted 

and - 0.Tiginal,doçument,ei,e_mUst have beep-very 

at the time., 'They-  had'-envisaged the following possibilities.: 

(1) Carbon-arc welding in oOntinuoué or intermittent- - 

seams . 	 • 

(2) Plug welde r  for use in Itspot" welding 

(3) Cutting and piercing with the carbon.arc 	 • 

(4) The_iyelding-of,-headleSs rivets 

. (5) The ûse of rolls - and automatic.hammers for 

lipurposes-of further cohesionu,:làterto be known 

as peening 

(6) The use of welding for building up metals at 

chosen locations 

(7) Manipulation of the arc atmosphere 

(8) Constructional possibilities, inherent in welding, 

far in advance of the repair techniques that were 

the preoccupation of the early users of arc 

welding 

In 1885, Zerner introduced a:carbon-arc welding 

process meinetwO carbon electrodes (Figure 6), in.which 

.the 'arc was directed downward's With.a.magnetic.,field.(1». 
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This process, and the "Voltex" process, which used a carbon 

electrode impregnated with metal oxide, saw limited trials 

in . Germany, but ultimately proved to be impractical. 05) 

In 1887, Benardos undertook further work with 

the carbon arc and demonstrated the feasibility of the 

method for the repair and joining of ferrous materials. (2)  

He tried to do the same for spot welding, (15)  but was less 

successful. In the following year, he obtained patents for 

welding equipment, and for elaborations of the carbon-arc 

welding process. (11,15) 

The credit for introducing metal-arc welding, 

using bare electrodes, belongs to the Russian, N.G. 

Slavianoff, and according to Russian sources he put forward 

this idea in 1888. (10 The earliest English reference to 

his work appeared in 1892 with a brief abstract (17)  of a 

paper by Slavianoff(18) on the possibilities of the method 

for welding, and for the repair of broken machinery. (17)  

The metal rod was to be joined to one pole of a dynamo, and 

the work to the other. (17)  

In the United States, Coffin, working independently 

of Slavianoff,also conceived the idea of using metal 

electrodes, and took out patents for metal-arc welding 

in 1892. (11) 
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Welding:with bare metal eieCtrOdes- is - diffiCult, 

and it  was  in 1889, the 'year followingSlaVianOff'S inven+ -  

tion'that:Arthur-i'ercy-StrohmeYer'introdtiCed . coated metal 
. 	. 

electrode8,»4), 6trohmeyerwas asseeate& - wiek 

Quasi-Are.Company , orLondon:, .now,in.Bilston.' ,  He had found 

.that metal electrodes performed better. with a wash coating 

of clay or-lime. (2)  There is a story that it had been 	. 

obServed that ruSty electrodes performed better than those 

not so'affected ., but whether this:was.  known'to Strohmeyer 

is not recorded.. 

The arc-welding processes began to find • appli-

cations in the last years of the 19th century. Carbon- 

arc welding was first used commercially by Lloyd and Lloyd, 

1 4) now Stewarts and Lloyds, of Birmingham, in 1887. ( 	It 

has been reported that carbon-arc welding waa on a sound 

commercial basis from about 1894. (14)  It was also used 	' 

before 1900 to make metal barrels by the Steel Barrel 

Company Ltd. of Uxbridge. (14)  An employee of that company, 

Mr. T. I. Heaton who apparently had not heard of Slavianoff's 

work, had suggested in 1893 the pessibi4tY of,using.ngld 

steel electrodes for welding,but though the idea was tried 

it was not pushed to a successful conelusion. (14)  _ 	, 

' Arc CuttlneWasimpressiVelj demonstrated in 1902 

irr the reMoval of an enormous.boller'foundation in Milwaukee: 
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The contractor did the work quickly and efficiently,using 

carbon-arc cutting. (19)  

The advantages of coated electrodes over bare 

electrodes were not immediately apparent, and both methods 

for a time made independent progress. By 1890, Slavianoff 

In Russia was demonstrating thé use of  bare electrodes for 

the welding of wrought iron, cast iron and steel. (4) Metal-

arc welding began to be used in England and in the United. 

States for repair work on the railways  and for  other pur.- 

• poses, towards the end of the 19th century. 

(c) Gas Welding_ml_Cutting  

The final foundations were  laid 'for  oxy-acetylene 

welding and cutting. 

Taking advantage of the development in 1880 of 

the Brins process for the production of oxygen, 0) Thomas 

Fletcher, of Warrington, introduced in 1887 a blowpipe, 

burning hydrogen or coal gas with oxygen: 0) He showed 

that the blowpipe could be used to melt metals or to  out 

 .steel. Almost immediately, this was used successfully in 

practice, the first application being for safe-breaking. 

At the time, bankers and others were seriously. alarmed. 

In 1884, Z. Wroblewski and K. S. Ôlszewski, Cracow 

University, Poland, succeeded in liquefying air e (2)  and 

this was later to become:the basis of a cheaper method 

introduced by Carl von 'Linde in 1893 for commercial  

oxygen production. (2)•  Finally, oxy-acetylene welding 

became possible with the development by Fouche and Picard 



In 1903 of a torch suitable for use with low-pressure 

aeetylene (15 pounds per square inch). (2)  24'arlier, in 

•1901, Fouche had made an experimental torch for use witk 

• (11 high-pressure acetylene. 	)  

(d) Otker Methods  

	

In 	Vautin studied the reaction between . 

metal oxidéS and aluminUm powder1 (2).  and shewed that p even. 

Witii substantial quantities, the reactiOn occurred quickly 

'and VMS usually over in less'than 30 seconds. . Moreover, 

high temperatures'were obtained, in 'eX0é.P1B of 5000.F. 
. 	, 

Vautin:may not have been aware of the work ef the Tissier 

*brothers in . 1858. :14 any case, no comniercial 1-3ae was  made 

of the studies until 1898, when Dr. Hang Goldechmidt showed 

that the VautiniProcess 'could be used for wel4ing• (7)  He 

patented this application under the name thermit welding, 

and in 1902 he demonetrated its use for the joining of 

iron bars and the repair of rails, ehip rudders, mine 

equiPMent, etc. (2)  In 1903, thermit welding was first 

successfully used in marine work for the repair of large 

castings and for joining large cast componente. (19) 

The retention of the older processes contrasta 

strangely with the advances made in the latter part of the, 

19th century. In 1878, it is reorded1  that Eumith i s work 



was  required on the New York elevated rai1road. (2°)  For 

this purpose . the smith had a email forge and anvil high 

over the city. The wOrk he had to do would include forge 

welding in the way known from early times. 

In 1887, the first steel pipe was made, using both, 

lap-welding and butt-welding methods developed earlier for 

wrought iron. (7) 

WELDING PRIMARILY AS  .A REPAIR METHOD 

PERIOD 1903 - 1918 

This  was a period in which many.trends may be dis-

cerned. The advantages of oxy-acetylene welding and the 

good. control that it offered tended at first to stifle the 	, 

Proper development of  arc we1ding, (4)  Resistance welding 

flourished.and produced •new methods and applications, and 

was.never regarded primarily as a repair tèéhnique. Looking 

back with thé present-day point of view,•.it seema most 

characteristic of the period that. gas welding and,partictaarly, 

are  welding were regarded primarily as tools of repair. 

Consequently the .full potential of welding for construction 

and - fabriCation WOS '  not realized. 
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(a) Resistance Welding  

. 	Percussive welding was invented in 1905. (15)  . A 

few years .later, in 1912, a United States patent was granted ' 

to Harmatta for spot welding, (11 ' 15)  following his 

application  in 1903. 	However, this was finally to be 	. 

revoked in favour of Thomson in 1924. 01)  Ta 1913, 

Kleinsohmidt, then with the Lorain Steel COmPanY, &golden-

tally rediscoVered flash welding. (1° ' 11)  The method  bat  

not been used ameh until that time, but the inereased pro-

duction during the war yearssave an impetUe te its, . 

application. (11 Y The important  modification, projection' 

weldirxewas put forward by Hamilton and bberg in the 	. 

United States in 1918, and apparently resulted from an 

accidental discovery. (h1) It• was notice that local welding 

oCcurred at centre-punch markings on an otherwise flat 

surface. (11)  

Applications for resistance welding and e particularly, 

spot welding expanded rapidly during the period under die-. 

cussion. Spot welding, according to Homo'', was used in 

England from about 1905 onwards, at first in the manu-

facture of domestic hollow ware. (11)  In 1909, a catale'eue .  

of the Thomson Electric Welding Company describes butt 	. 

welders, seam welders and spot welders. It im interesUnt 

to note that Mash welders were not mentioned et this 

(11) time. 	Spot welding was used in 1911 to make a steel 
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gondola car,for the r. a.ilwmys in the United States.(") Its
(11)

application for. car production started_ arôund.. 1912.

The spot-Vrelding machines used were small by,: modern stan-

dards, with an average capacity of about -15 KGJ, and aboùt

60 KW maximum. . Even so, it is reçorc.ed that, in the Dodge

Brothers-automobile plant, with 67 spot-welding machines,

the main fuse. was. often blown. (^^} By 1917, spot welding

hao becomP a necessity for automobile production,for the

construction of bodies and other parts. (^^)

(b) Arc Welding and Cutt.ing

xmprovements in transformers, nota.bly with the

introduction of silicon steel by Hadfield (Figure 7),

began to makçe alternating-current welding a more practical

possibility.

An important advance for metal-arc. welding came

in 1907, when Kjellberg obtained a patent foa^ certain

elec,trode. cos.txngs. ( 2'4' ^^) .. The earlier wash coatings by

the Quasi-Arc Company^had done littlE more.than help.to

maintain the are, but Kjellberg percéiv6d that the covering

could be made to serve other functions. Two ext.racts from

the application.( 1h) follow:

"Gaseous flux processi-----covered with a

sleeve of.non-conducting material----so that the

sleeve projects----but forms a`gulde for the



molten metal. The sleeve protects the Metal from 

Oxidatim-and reduces heat. losses.'". 	• 

I t 	 sleeve can be made: the vehicle for 

constituents that Will give the desired charac-

'teristice to . the added.metal.° 

In a'second patent in 1912, Kjellberg gave more . 

details of eatisfactory'mixturés for coatings,. and  reference 

was made.for.the first time to the . uee of powdered ferrO-

.alloys in the'coating, as accOnvénient method  of addition 

in place of alloying the steel core wire, (2) . .. 	. 

In England, a little later than in Sweden, coated 

electrodes made an  early appearance. ...ehe Quasi-Arc 'OomPsnY 

introduced metal electrodes wrapped with blue aWbestos Yarn 

(ferrous silicate), with  an  aluminum wire incorporated of 

a diameter corresponding to 2% of the electrode cross- 

aection. (14)  The melting point of the flux was controlled . 

by further additions of sodium silicate and aluminum . 

silicate. (14)  The original idea had been to lay the coated 

rod in the seam, and to melt it in position with the carbon 
(4) arc. 1 	However, spurred by the difficulty of overheee 

welding, the more direct idea of using the rod itself an 

electrode Was soon tried. (14)  The company explained that 

the arc should be formed with the electrode vertical, but 
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that the electrode should then be dropped back to form an . 

angle with the work. (14) The arc would soOn be extinguished 

as the coating passed to an "igneous staie",.but the 

resultant slag Would act as a secondary conductor', main,- 

taining electrical contact. (14) The cdated electrodes 

were supplied in various sizes from  14 gaUge (B.S.W.) to 

4) 3/8 in. diameter, (1 	The largest sizerequired a welding 

current of 300 amp. Cutting could also be accOmplished 
• 	. 

using an 8-gauge electrbde.at 200 amp. 0 The comPanY 

suggested that the new welding method would be suitable 

for cOnstructional work - including ship construction, 

pressure  tanks,  air-receivers in boiler work, the . rein-

forcement of iron plate s , crankshaft .journals, key,  beds, 

4) hydraulic rams, and repairs generally.(1 	— One customer 

of the time said that the process was satisfactory with 

female and other unskilled labour. 04) 

A changing attitude, rather than a technical 

advance, was marked by the collaborative tests commenced 

in.1917 by Lloyd's11-  the British Admiralty, and United 

States smthorities to determine the strength of welded 

joints. (21) It was recognized, at least implicitly,.that 

welding'had become a competitor for rivetting. 

In 1917, Jones in the United States produced the 

first electrodes with extruded coatings. (4) The importance 

The abbreviated form for Lloyds Register of Shipping, 
London. 
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of the invention derived from the coating uniformity that 

resulted. Ihe.dipped coatings available prior to this were 

uneven and resulted in erratic behaviour. EventuallY, 

extruded coatings became almost universal. 

• 	In'.theYapPlication of arc welding in the peeiod 

under  discussion,  »theee is an emphasis  on  rePair wark. ià 

the early Yeare'of the centurY, , arc welding legan.to:be. _ 

used in England and in the United States for  repair:in 

railway woek. (14 : Lloyd's recorded that in March 1906.... 

repairs weremadébe arc welding  to  the combuptionchaMber 

seame , of a.boiler; and that subpequent exatination-Yeere 

later showed that : the  repaire  were. satisfact(eY; (21)  

the period '1906-1911, .1eloyes t  *records show that 160 belere 

were repaired by welding. (21)  There werel in addition, 

twenty arc-welding repairs to  the  hull structures of ships 

in the same period. (21) 

In 1907, Kjellberg was recommending metal-arc 

welding for the repair of massive boilers, etern'traMem 

and other parts of ships, and for building-up operations 
/ 

on worn parte, propeller shafts, cr ankshafts t and axlimp°4)  

Significantly, he felt constrained to add that aro welds 

and resistance welds could be as reliab1e as acetylene 

welds and blacksmith welds.(14) 
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Welding was employed-to exceptional advantage in 

rendering damaged enemy ships seaworthy. In 1917, after 

the entry of the United States into the War, there was'a 

19 total of 103 interned enemy . ships in United States hands. (  -) 

These Were extensively sabotaged. In New York alone, there 

were 3 1 .steamshipe,.which inclUded• four  small  steamers and  

two sailing.shiPs o4ly slightly damaged;, the remainder 

• were  in the Size range from 3,900 to•56,000 tons and were • 

serioUsly . damaged and.useless fer transport. (,19)  The 

• sabetage:had been done using battering-Tams and sledge 

hammers,*and also.by-drilling, and the-most serious damage • 
. 
incurred was to celet-iron parts such El's cylinders, liners, 

•( 1 9) - 	• 	• pump-casings,* etc. 	The-re-servicing methods at first 

propoSed'wOuld.have been costly and -Leo protracted for war 

service; they involved, for example, complete replacement 

' of 70 steam cylinders. (19)  Capt. Jessop, the United States 

Engineer-Officer of the New York Naval . Shipyard, suggested 

thé extensive use of welding for repair. (1n)  The suggestion 

was . boldly adopted and resulted in great savings in time 

and•money. (19)  Eighty-two of the gravest injuries were 

. repaired by welding, and thirty-six others were repaired 

by mechanical methods. (19)  The money saved was estimated 

at.twenty million dollars, and the repaired ships trans- 

ported half a million troops to France. (19) Figure 8 shows 

the welding repairs made to one àr the sabotaged vessels. 
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Mforld War I (1 .914-.1918) gave a great impetJs to , 

welding, the nuMber employed in weldingoperations rising 

from  about 8,000  just before the war to 33 0 000 at its 

:UnfOrtunetely, welding was becoming knOwn,ffisinly 

' as a  repeir- technique. (4)  It is interesting, •therefoi.6 0 . 

tO.turn to the ldea of using welding for .eonstruétion. 

• 	The possibilities of welding for ship construction 

were being realized in this period.  In 1918,  it was 

reported -that a partly-welded'ship, the "Dorothy id- Geare ,  

had been in service on Lake Erie for a number of years. (4) 

 The hull of thie ship was welded, and a certain amount of 

welding had'been used on the decks. (4)  The first . aaa-

welded ship was a 125ft barge launched in 191e .and built 

at . Richborough  for  the British War Office. (21)  In 1920, 

Kjiliberg was responsible for the first sll-welded  skip 

built to Lloyd's approval, the "0,84 Esab"..Shortle attey 

the entry of the United States into  the  war, the . 0ouncil .  

of National Defence setup an Engineering Oommittee to 

inveatigate . the possibility of using welding in  the  ship-

Yerde. (19)  Later, this committee work was taken over by 

the.Emergency Fleet.Corporation, and its scope was 	. 

broadened to include acetylene and thermit welding along 

with arc welding. (19)  After the Armistice, the Amerloan 

Associaticn of the Welding Industry was created and this 

body assisted in maintaining a Bureau of Welding,,(19) 
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In 1918, Lloyd's in England issued "Tentative regulations 

for the application of electric arc welding to shlp con-

struction" .(14)  It is interesting to see that they 

demanded, for welded specimens, comprehensive mechanical 

testing for elasticity, elastic limit,. ultimate tensile . 

strength, and elongation; fatigue, cold bending and impact 

tests;.and, in addition, chemical analySin and macroàcopical 

ekamination. (14)  The impact test somewhat resembled a 

modern drop-weight test, in that heavY weights were dropped 

onto welded plates , . the deflection and condition of the 

plates being examined after each blow. (14) 

In 1918, comparative tests were being made in the 

United States to examine the strength of various joints in 

which rivetting, spot welding, fillet welding.and butt 

'welding were used separately end in various combinations. °4) 

 They showed that a simple butt weld was usually best. °11)  

(c) Gas Welding and Cuttin4 

The handling of . acetylène was made very much safer . 

with  an Invention of T.  G.  Allen in England in 1916. The 

acetylene, dissolved in a liquid solvent, was mixed with 

a solid absorbent, Kapok. (19) 

The fact that little space is here devoted to 

Oxy-acetylene welding shOuld not disguise the important 



advances made in this period. It Was regarded as the most 

Satisfactory and reliable method of jpining,'offering goOd. 

.Oontrol. Many .applications were found t both for repair and 

fdr construction. 

'(d) Other Methods 	• • 	 • 

Pressure thermit welding. of  rails  was introduce& 

190 .0 11)  T'hermit -welding,found application for the 

Wiling.  of rails, •repair of large castings., etc., in the 

. perUnder-discussion. 	• 

VirEa4DING FOR CONSTRUCTION AND FABRICATION 

PERIOD 1919 - 1951 

• ' 	In  this  period, yelding continued to grow in oom- 

•plexity, both in method and'in application. -Some tendencies 

that•were beginning to mlpear towarda the end,of the pre-. 

vious period, i,e. the asseSsment of welds by testing, the 

control of welding by more careful techniques, .and the use 

of.specifications and inapectien1  were ale() mueh extended'. . 

However, the most charaeteristic trend of the period was . 

the recognition of the inherent poeeibilitiee of. welding, 

and Particularly.of arc 	 for•construction end 	* 

tabricapr on. • . 

. 	,n index of the growth of Welding 1,g3 that LloYd's • 

appreed six welding processes in 1922, and thipteen 4.n 	• 
1 91,(21) Today there are over. forty satisfactory methods. 
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The complexity of metal-arc welding is gYmbolizèd by 

Lloyd's' list 1959)• of 1200  approved electrodes. (21)  

(a) Resistance Welding . 

• 	In 1920, copper-tungsten alloy electrodes were first 

wsed fer spot welding.,
(2)  and soon became poPular because 

Of the extended .life that they offered. Also in this year,' 

better current:-interrupting devices becaMe available, which 

facilitated  the application of seam welding . to metal of 

thickness in exdess of 20-gauge.
(16) 

Resistance-welding processes were rather poorly 

controlled at this time; for example, J. H. Davies, writing 

in 1922, said that no preparation of the metal surfaces was 

'necessary for spot welding, except that they should be 

cleaned if they were very dirty. (19) 

Harmatta's patent for spot welding, for which he 

made application in 1903, was finally invalidated by the 

U.S. Supreme Court in 1924, in favour of Elihu Thomson's 

patents. (2,11) In the period 1930-1932, thyraton tubes 

were first used in place of mechanical contactors for • 

supply-line interruption to time the current pUlse in spot 

welding, (2,12) and in 1934, a further improvement was made 

with the development of the ignitron control.
(11) Further 

developments appeared around 1939 with the development of 

stored-energy machines, and after 1950 with.the introduction 
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•of  three7phase  spot welders t .facilitating the:application - 

• or. the eethcid  for the light . alloys. (11).  : There were alsei 

cOnsiderablé advandes made in the timing of the welding 

çurrent, using électrenic devices. Similar-devices were 

•'.used for Ontrolled heat input before  and  after wO.ding, 

'and there was an increasing trend towards making the • 

machines:fully automatic. 

• Applications for .resistanoe welding increased 

Pestle as a result of the variety of welding: 

equipffient that became available. .Even in 1920, there ware 

many  spot-welding and butt-welding machines of different 

design and both processes Were well established; (1105)  

for example,butt Weldera - specifically for chain making . 

becameavailable. ) - In t920,  .a Wide Tariety of resiP ' 

tance-welding machinee. 	svsilsblein_eneae frørn  

British Insulated'and eelaby - Oables Ltd,,' and the following 

list of  applications  illustrates.the muMplicity ofs.pue .- 

poses :tor which resistance:welding was reeommended and 

useel (14 pipes e _refrigerator.coile, milkcen  rings, . 

perambulatorrims„ printer's chages, fittings tp easement 

1"rames, carriage and coachwerk parts,  trellis work, coupling 

brsk.e rigging, travelling-bag  freines, tipPed tbole,.* 

drills,:taps,.vales,etc.; . .enamelled:hollow. ware, tankS, 

straight sheet iron tubes and elbows, fittings- 

. to chaesieietc.; machinery guards; sheet.and expanded metal 
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.to tint anO. profile iron for shelves, lockers, etc.; and 

agricultural machinery parts, fuses, fan propellers, tin 

ware, lattice for reinforced . concrete, etc. 

E. Viall, (15)  writing in 1921, said that although 

spot welding , was used mostly for joining thin,Sheets . of 

.iron, mild steel or brass, it could. be  used for practical 

work ,with plate up to 3/4 in. thick, and had been used 

:experimentally te'join together three layers of steel each 

. one .inch in thickness .. According to this author, resp- 

tance welding at this time (1921) appeared to be more highly 

develoPed as a'constructional tool than the other major 
, 	• 

welding ProCesses. (15)  Resistance welding had been So 

. sucCessfuli in fact, that . its protagonists overreached 

themselves. At about this time, in  1920-192 1 , the General 

Eltactric , Company in the United States completed an experi- 

mental spot-welding machine with 100,000 -  amp capacity, -  and 

capable of applying 75,000 lb load. ( 4) Ifewever,.the maxi- . 

mum Values used in . practice appeared to have been 72,000 

amp with 30,000. lb load for sPot Welding one-inch-thick 

steel plate. (.14)  .Another huge machine made in the United 

States at this time was a. duplex spot welder (Figure 9), 

which waS designed to make two spot welds: simultaneouSly in 

3/4-in.-thick steel plate. (14)  This machine had a maXimum. 

capaeity of. 50,000 amp and was capable of applying à load 

(14) of 30,000 lb on each of the electrodes. 



These gigantic machines Were.intended for the : 
.4) • prefabrication of ship hulls, .0 	but were not Ueed . for' 

this purpose. They were never fully developed, because 

they had the same disadvantage as *rivetting in requiring 
'(11) -  lapped joints. 	The simple butt jointmade  possible 

by  are welding invited economy with a considerable.saving , 

 in weight, and this'dominated the.coUrse of ship-con,. 

 qtruction practice. The huge spot-welding machines suf-

fered the fate of the dinosaur, and no mention 'of them 

may be found a few years after their first appearance. 

.Bven larger spot Welders have s been used in later.times but 
, 	. 

applications are limited.. 	>. 

via(15) recorded in 1921 that Mixed joint s--fa' , 

example fillet welding and spot welding used.in. combinati#4 

Or spot welding and rivetting Uged in combination„eere 	. 

becoming less Common, and that the'practice of Using miXed 

joints was not to be.recommended; ÀcCording to Hall, it 

was not until àbout'1926 that.seaffi welding became a realle • 

' satisfactory operation. (16)  

/n 1924, the Laceawanna Steel •Oompany introduced 

machines for the butt welding of  tramway rails. )  This 

produced satisfactory results,  but, in  England et . least, the 

machine was thought to be too expensive.(") 
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In the period from 1927 to 1937, 3,800  miles  e 

rail on the German railroads were .  joined by flash7butt 

- Welding, and tkis became the preferred method. (")  

The development of three-phase spot welders, from 

about 1939 onwards, (16) eventually led to applications for 

the joining Of light alloys.
( 11. )  An example, from late 

in the period under discussion, of a modern resistance-

welding, machine developed for specific purposes, is shown' 

in Figure tO. 

- As early as 1933, the Northrop Aircraft ,Company 

realized the possibilities of resistance welding for air-

eraft construction, and commenced testing. (22)  AirCraft 

with spot-welded parts were in -production. during the second 

world war, including the P-61 Black Widow with,spot-welded 

booms. (22)  

• (b) Arà Welding and Cuttinz 

In 1920, Wortmann introduced an alternating- 
• current welding transformer. (10)  This type of source was 

not suitable for bare electrodes, but coated electrodes 

were developed for use either with direct-current or alter-

nating-current sources. The two  types of  power  sourde  were 

each found to have a distinct set of advantages, Eind both 

types are in use today. At about this time, it was 

becoming  désirable  to standardize on either direct or 
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alternating current for general power supply. ne-com-

peting interests involved put forward many claims and 

counter-claims;  flot ail of them:genuine, resulting  in  

•mue confusion .'(1 )4)  

• M. Roberts, and 'van Nuys carried out some testa - 

in  .119 on the effect of various Shielding gasea .on the 
 ( aré e 10)  ,. 	andl  in 1920,  Hobart and Devers made a similar: 

etuAY, culminating in a proposal to use  argon  and helium -

fdr shielding >  purposes. (2) .''' . . 	 • 	 • 
• 

• Necessary for the implementation of  the  maw ides 

for using welding . for construction and fabrication was a , 
.realization of.the importance of applying . metallurgical 

• 

knowledge to 'welding control. Until this tiMe e  the quality 

pf,welding•wes,largely in the hands of 'the operator. For 

example,  in. 1922  Davies naivelY reported that Most operatOra 

did not think . that a flux coating was necessary,On metal 

•• electrodeR0 (.19)  • . as though this antipathy had some teChniCal 

Significance. ». The  same - author was.advOcating atothis 
• 

•time the training of Operators.  6n the lines- then customary 

'in Garmany.:-»? ) 	. 

. 	. 
"German operétors,are• Scientifically *trained-- - 

y • taught chemistry.  and. metallUrgY--7empIoy 	 . 

. : scopical and macroacopical examinations." : 
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The need for be•ter metallurgical knowledge is 

illustrated by the composition of wires available in 1922 

for the metal-arc welding of thin-walled tanks:- (19)  

0 	Mn 	Si 	P 

0• 05-0.19e0 0.02-0.16% 0.03-0.08% 0.010-0.032gtrace-0.06/0 

(A higher manganese level of 0.567  was present in one 

composition.) 

This shOws'that the.sulphur content could.be  

rather high, and that the manganese and silicon levels were 

in general too low. Davies (19) made the comment that 

welding wire must be free of phosphorus, sulphur, manganese, 

and other impurities. 

. . 	Another illustration of misinformation is also 

provided . by  Davies, (19)  who stated that protracted ham.- 

mering, or low,temperatures, leads to "crystallization" 

in the meta],.  This old theory of Tschernoff (23) (c1862 A.D.) 

dies hard, and is still current in lay opinion. 

fiowever, in the period 1919-1922, Lloyd's, the 

British Admiralty and others in.England, and also.the 

Research Sub-Committee of the Emergency Fleet Corporation 

headed by Spraragen, the Bureau of Standards and others 

in the United States, were sponsoring investigations, 

devising mechanical, physical and chemical tests suitable 



for  welded  joints,  , and issuing speci1ications, 19)  

T4ere was much to be•dono» 'One .04-.  the teste developed .at 

the timewasa bend test:in•which.a Si:tee was cut acrOes 

the welded  joint,  and. afteryeardp bent in e Vice, using àn • 

ioine oto1  t  detect'flawe .end'cracke. ( 1? ). netal7arc • 	' 

Welds had rather . popr propertiesaeso(Uated with nitride 

and  oxide  inclusions in  the -:vicid motau. (19)  2t . wa.s 

'notice4 that POrosity often occuilred:in welds,oh.mlid eteol, 

th,ee eofineaaaa, steel, withless then - Q.5% oeÊPon . 
• - (19) 	• 	• 	•• 	• Content. 	The  microscope was used to  sotie eXtent;'and 

many of the:Welding defects,' .  for exemple  nitride inclusiOns.,. 

qouldbe.reatitenably 1dent1f1ed.. (1 P , HeWeverl .the strUetUD 

of "aetistagtory" welds ae•illustrated by photOmidrographa 

of this time (15  . would not inepire muoh : COnfidence todey's 

• In 1921, the teffiljerature cetht are Was estimeied : 

to'be in the 'range 3500-4060 0Q, (15- andt'though:lan Under-

estimate,.it illUstratse • the applicagonce a more  versatile 

• . scientiric approach, . 	 . . 

There wae ln 1920 a difference or opinion on 

whether or not it was good practice to use a rlux covering . 

 on metal-arc electrodes.( /4)  However,' a trend  te use , 

more coated electrodes and fewer bare'electrodes cOuld be 

noted et that tiffie . both in England end in'the Uniteà 

Statea.(114 
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It was stated in 1922 that copper and aluminum 

alloys were difficult to 'join and thet welded joints in 

these materials should be paid careful attention if they 

were to be used for .gurposes or  construction. 	the 

other hand, the welding of cast iron was a relatively• 

simple process..(19)  . 	Today the position  is reversed: 

copper  and  aluminum alloys are often fully weldable, 

whereas the welding of cast iron,.in which littlé'progress 

has been made, may be a source of some anxiety. 

. 

 

In  1930, Hobart and Devers patented the use of a 

refractory electrode in conjunction with argon or helium-, 

atmospheres. (2)- This was the basis of - inert-gaà tungsten- 
. 
arc 'weldingovhich was to make possible the easY'jeining of 

magnesium alloys t 'aluminum'alloys, staihless steels, copper 

alloys and many other materiala that would have bée dif-

ficult to join by-other means. 

After some experience had been dbtained in the 

welding of boilers and vessels by metal-arc welding, codes 

appeared in 1931 to control its use in all-welded power 

boilers and unfired pressure vessels. 

Submerged-arc welding, another new arc-welding 

process, was first used commercially at the Consolidated 

Steel Company in Los Angeles in 193 1-4 (2)  In this method, 

(2) 
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the arc is buried under powdeted flux. It perMitted high 

current depelties e  and waA easily adaptable to autoMatic 

.. 14elel.P 0  that Much hig•er speeds could be used in welding 

thick eteel sections. The method was patented in the 

United States in 1935. (4)  

• 	The. firet commercial'upe for inert,,ges . tungsten- 

erg. Weleing, fOreehadOwed by.the inventiOn of Hobart und 

Devers, was  for the  joining of magnesium alle seeembliee 

by  Northrop  Aircraft Ine. ln 1948..()  

. 	• Atomio-hydrogen welding,'which had been developed 

earlier, tended - atter_thie to  be  overshadowed 1W the More 

ieleeesteul inert-gaatungéten-arc weldIng although still 

finding pccasional ePpliqations. 

Submerged-arc welding was invented in the UsSa.R» 

by the Patôn Electric Weldlnà InStit‘ite  of' the Ule;ainian 

Academy of Sciences in Kiev in 1940, (1O)  six years After 

it had been used succeÉpfully 1.n practice in the United 

States! 

-Another new . .process.was inert+gas metal-.arc - 

welding using  'consumable electrode,Hintroduced.by the 
(2) Air Reduction Company in 1948i 	. 

In the period 1.91971951, welding, and particular» 

are welding, became the mos t . imPortant metal-pining method. 
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for construction and fabrication. It was in ship con- 
. 

struction that this tendency may first be noticed. In 

1919, the Cast Steel Corporation of New York made plans 

for casting the component parts of ships and joining these 

by.welding. (7)  However, this did not prove acceptable. 	. 

Vessels of rolled steel plate could be made cheaper and 

lighter. The rirst all-welded sea-going ship was'a coaster, 

"Fullagerl", of 500 tons and 150 ft in 'length, built in 1920 

• (4, 
by Cammell Laird under Lloyd's' Survey. 	.21)  After this 

time, progress was rapid. Sweden, which had always made 

4) 	• good use of arc welding for ship repair, (1 	was quick to 

take advantage of the savings offered by Welded ehip con- , 	. 

struction. Other maritime nations followed suit. 

. It is Significant that the books on engineering 

• of around 1920 made no mention of welding..
(2)4) No doubt 

this would  have  been defended on the grounde'that Welding 

was not sufficiently controlled to -submit -  to . thediscipline 

Of engineering. Whatever -the reason, there waà 	failure 

by engineers to comprehend the potentialities of welding 

for construction. In 1920,, 	the first al>welded building 

was erected. This was a. émail mill  building, 60  ft by 40 ft, 

erected by Leonard MacBean in Brooklyn for the Electric 

Welding Company or America. (15) It is amusing to recall 

that local approvals were not granted until each of .the 
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trusses hé:d been loaded with gravel bags to give 48 tons

dead weight.(15)

At about this time, 1919-1.922, arc-welding

eciuipment was available in great variety, including many

portable eets. (14) Often the. equipment was mounted on'

li,ght'trucke(14) to 'fàcl.litate !contr.act wor.k.

Metal-arc welding was.beginning to grow, and

; ound new applications at the. expense of other methods.,-

Metal-arc welding was uead muçh more often around,1920

than c. arbon-arc weJ.ding(14'15) One of the. important

reasons for this was the advantage-of inetalrarc welding

over carbon ar.c we^.ding for vertical and overhead. -work.(1g)

.in addition, it was recognized in general, that, fox, thick

steel exceeding about 3/$^ in. in thiclness, âr.ç. welding

(19)was faster and ohip.aper than oxy-acetylene welding. On

the other handi the carbon,arc was thought to be better

for cutting(19 Metal electrodes çould.be'used for c^tting;

but required occasional cooling by dipping them into

wate.r. (19 ) . . .

In 1921, are welding was used extensi,vely -'In

s.hipping . work, on: the railways, . and generaliy in industry,

though there wap still ail accent on repai:r. wa.rk ^or- these,

appli6atioris.t15) One example of welded fabr ication `from,

about this time was. the production of arc-welded. ti.pp6d

^5)tools.(
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In  the  period approximately from 1925- 1935, welded 

design began to appear; (2 )  design was,affected by  the  new 

ways of construction made possible.by  welding, fez' ships 

tanks, buildings, pipelines and bridges. (2)  In the same 

period, large all-wnded, engineering  structures  began  to  

make en appearance, at first in Germany and then in the 

United .States. (24) In 1930, the first all-welded merchant. 

ship  in the United States was built in Charleston, S. 

Carolina. (4) 

Germany made good use of welding in preparation' 

for the second world war. After the Versailles Treaty of 

1920, a.limit on capital ships of 10,000 tons dead-weight 

was imposed on Germany. (4-) About 1930, Germany turned to 

welding as a Jieans of building war vessels of vastly superior 

striking power compared with conventionally constructed 

(4) ships. - By dint of. hard and brilliant work the problems 

of welding thick arMour were overcome, and the weight saved 

was used to provide heavier guns, additional armour and 

greater speed. (4-) The German-pocket battleships were a 

success. As a result of similar work,.German tanks in 

1940 were welded, whereas British and other tanks were of 

rivetted construction. (4) 

Welding was also used very . effectively'oniAllied 

ship-building programs. In the period 1939- 1945, 5;777 

welded ships were built in the United States, with a total 
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weight of forty million tons. (21) This number included 

2,748 Liberty ships and 705 tankers, (21)  A small number 

of these failed at sea. Many were sunk. The remainder 

effectively helped to win the war. The occasional cata-

strophic failure of some of these ships, at that time 

mysterious, received disproportionate publicity -that left 

welding for many years in lingering discredit, despite the 

magnificent performance of the great majority. 

(c) Gas Welding end Gutting 	 _ 

• . By 1922, bottled - dissolved àcetylene Was'used. 

( 1 9) 	• quite eXtenalvely.- 	In addition,  new purifiera for 

acetylene were,introduced, providing  some  improvement; plie 

viousle,.. some trouble had beenenCountered  on occasion  from  

the Use of impure  gasM 9)  Torchee'Were Introduced in whJ,eli 

the danger  of  "flash-back"  - wae virtuellY. eliMineted, (1 9)  

, 	Automatic Versions of oxyl-actitYléne welding. and 

cutting were:Used_in.1922. (49)  In one of the 'Cutting 	, 

machines,  the Oxygraph, manufactured bythé•Davis Bournville 

Company. of the United States, the cutting head followede • 

drewiilg wItWe..motOr-driven tracer. (. 19)  

BY 1922, oxygen cutting was beihg used to  eut  

steel of 20 in. thickness. (19)  - 

It was recognized by most people at about this . time 

that oxy-acetyléne welding was more effective in the thinner 

gauges, 1.e, thickneases less.than about 3/8 in., but tilat 

for thicker material arc welding was faster and cheaper.(19) 

• 
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Despite this understanding, Davies gave an example in 1922 

of the welding of 1-1-in.-thick boiler plate using oxy-

acetylene welding. (19) 

Automatic equipment for oxy-acetylene welding was 

used in 1922 for making long seams in transformer sheet, 

seam welds in drums and other containers, etc. (19)  Reference 

has also been made to the use of oxy-acetylene welding for 

the repair of joints in a pipeline, the pipe for which was 

in the range 4-6 ft diaMeter. (19)  

Oxy-acetylene welding was used for joining aluminum 

and Copper alloys in 1922, but the  resultant welds were not 

always of very good quality. (19) New applications were 

appearing for the manufacture of aeroplane and automobile 

parts. (19) Cast-iron welding was described in 1922 as a 

simple process. (19)  Today, the joining of cast iron still 

prespnts some problems, but oxy-acetylene welding has 

remained one of the preferred methods. 

(d) Other Methods  

In 1922, thermit welding was used for joining 

railway and tramway rails, and in the construction and 

repair of large gears. (19)  Davies mentions also the repair 

of a large rock-crushing machine, for which a thermit 

crucible of ,000 lb capacity was required.(19) 
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:Cold-pressure welding, although it had. appeared 

from time. to time for many centuries, found its first 

important  application in 1(13.in the roll-bonding-of clad 

metals. (9) After about  1 145, More interest:was:shown in 

cold-pressure welding,  with  a gradual:increase in develop- 
_ 

mént and apPlidations. 

In 1951, electro-slag welding was invented in 

4) Soviet Russla, (2 	and has beenconsiderably developed in 

.Russia and other Communist countries since that time. It 

appears to have some merit for the joining of very thick 

material, and equipment for this process is now available 

in: the United States (see Figure 11) and in Europe. 

WELDING AS A SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGY 

TODAY 

we have - entered a period in•which Welding ls Well 

."recognized  as  a technique  of engineering  for construction 

end fabrication. -  Welding-18 essential  lot' a Cod deal.of 

,presentday'metal,telchnolOgy; , without 14 high-pressure 

boilers and jet aircraft would be:imPractical -,  and  auto+ 

Mobiles and à host,of Other manlifactured gOodS Would lae 

prohibltively-expenslve: • 

Today, there are over forty distinct welding pro-

cesses available to join innumerable metals end alloys. 
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This variety in specialized alloys has appeared because of 

increasing demands for lightness and greater strength, 

for better resistance to impact, corrosion, fatigue and 

brittle failure, and for better service at high temperatures. 

The saine  demands are made of welded joints in these materials. 

It frequently happens, now, that in the development of new 

alloys, good weldability is one of the prime requirements. 

Fpr example, the high-strength steels used for nuclear 

sUbmarines require high strength, good weldability and 

good notch toughness, and were designed with these three 

requirements in mind. 

In all modern countries, welding research occupies 

a prominent place. In the United States, the Welding 

Research Council annually sponsors a great deal of research 

at various centres. The British Welding Research Association 

In England has unrivalled facilities. In Canada, apart 

from Government research, some welding research is being 

done within industrial organizations and elsewhere. 

It is not surprising that there is a current trend 

for still more research in welding and allied subjects, 

and an increasing demand for specialists and technicians 

trained in welding. Welding provides a discipline to 

extend the abilities of metallurgists, mechanical engineers, 

physicists and mathematicians. Despite the diversity of 
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its applications, the factthat,the -technology of welding :.  

là founded on and nourished by  the basic  Sciences ,  lends 

the whole subjecta cOherency-WhiCh'eadattrabt - the: 

academically . inélined.- 	 - • 

• • 	There is a growing literature; a dozen  or  more 

journals in the English7speaking countries, inbluding two 

OanadianAournals,  are  concerned with welding. VariouS 

national organiZati,ons are represented in the  International 

Institute.ofWelding and in the work Of'its fifteen, 	. 

Commissionsover one'thOusand people took part in the lapt 

'annual meptingAn Liége in 1960. 

'.The review of present-dgy, welding - techniques that 

follôws ià so brief that some readers''May'-wiàh to sui)ple-

ment-hé  information  by referring to two excellent 

reviows, 	(W-td the latest editibil -cie . theweepg 

" :HandboOk'.:' 	r 

(a) ReSiAtance Welding  • 	• " 	- ' 

Resistande welding has .cOntinued,to Make  important 

progress inall kinds:Of mete-manufacturing industries.. 

One of  the .reasône for this succeàs is the fact that 

résistance  welding lends:itself so well to mass-production, 

 meth04É and to,automation.' -The new:electrOnic industry 
_ 

Ilea:made-especially good  use of repistance-welding. -HoweVer, _ . 
it ié in the . construction of aircraft:axe' automobiles  that 
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resistance welding makes its greatest contribution to our 

present civilization. 

The United States Air Force aeroplane F-89 Scorpion 

has many spot-welded assemblies, including the engine 

access doors. (22) Many tests were made before these doors 

were put into production. Each door has between 1800 end 

2800 individual spot welds. Other major structural parts 

completely spot welded are the keel or backbone, skins, 

wing tanks, main landing-gear door, etc., and almost all 

other assemblies are partially spot welded.
(22) 

Figure 12 shows the X-15 rocket-powered manned 

aeroplane designed to fly at speeds in excess of 3,600 miles 

per hour and at altitudes up to about 100 miles. Inconel 

"X", a nickel alloy, had to be used for the outer skin 

because of the high temperetures expected from frictional 

heating; most materials would be ruled out because of the 

fall in strength under these conditions. Spot and seam 

welding have been used extensively and it has been claimed 

that the X-15 has 65% welded construction. 

Very large spot welders have been used at the 

Rouen (France) plant of Enterprises Metropolitaines and 

Coloniales for the fabrication of 200 composite beams for 

use in power stations at Volaines and Hornaing. (27) This 

entailed the joining of the 32 mm flange (1* in.) of one 

beam to the 14 mm web (5/8 in.) of another. (27) 
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that is :being 

or-aUtomatic, account for most:of theWelding 

today. Some of this can be very exacting done 
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By means of percussion welding, very rapid pro-

duction rates can be achieved for electric lamps, electron 

tubes e  teiePhone -relays, etc. For percussion Welding, a 

capacitive  Cirduit . chargedto ayhigh Potential .  (several 

thOUsantiVoltaY is-dischargedacross  the  gapbetween; parts 

aSYthey.apprOach eadbothertinder à propelling force. 

Magneticforce. welding permitsaccurate synchron-

ization:of . the electrode force and the welding current  in 

 resistance welding.:  This  is dOne by lusing the welding 

current to . produce  a  magnetic_forCe acting on the elec-' 

trodes. It is  most useful Where welding'time is very 

short.- -Applications include welding  of  high-conductivity 

métal for  eléctritalcontacts, cOMMUtatbr'-aieseMblieS, 

AasticeoatedH éteel sheèt e  etc. ' 

(b ') . 'A'rà  Welding and Outtina 

':liétalare welding and sàbmerged-arc 

work. A good example is shown in Figure 13, wbdch shows 

the nuclear-power ed submarine, Triton. Weldability was 

taken into account in designing the high-strength steels 

from which nuclear submarines are built. High standards 

are required in the workmanship and inspection to achieve 

the quality laid down by specification. 
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Arc welding is being used increasingly for the 

construction  of steel buildings and offers considerable 

savings in steel and money. In addition, a radically new 

method of structural design called plastic design has grown 

up over the past 25 years, made possible only by welding, 

with further economies difficult to match by traditional 

building methods. Instead of designing the unit components 

of a structure on the basis of yield strength as in con- 

ventional design, plastic design utilizes the fact that 

rigid joints are made possible by welding in a system where 

the basis of design is the crushing strength of the structure 

as a whole. Much lighter components are used throughout, 

and, in the last few years, dozens of buildings have been

•erected in the United Kingdom and in the United States 

following the new design method. Figure 14 shows the 

first building designed and constructed in accordance with 

this method. This is the fatigue laboratory of the British 

Welding Research Association, with a floor area of 5,000 

sq.ft., opened in 1952. Plastic design represents an 

important milestone in building construction, that would 

not have been possible with joining methods other than 

welding. 

• Figures 15 and 16 provide impressive examples of 

modern welded construction using conventional Materials. 
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Ordinary constructional steels..may provide practical  pro- 

•blems in yelding  but the  technical problems are usuallY • 

not serious. A2.1 . 41WOrtant exception.,ls the problem of 

brittle.failuree, ,Although.primarily,a.materials problem, 

Welding unfortUnately , 
provides notch effects that can 

initiate  cracking, and realdUal stresses  that can maintain 

it. A great deal of workhab been done on various aspects 

.ce the problem,and.many Valuable Contributions ,Iletre been 

made by welding investigators. Theoretical work remains 

to be' done,  but the practical difficulties have now been 

brought under;control.  In  many countries,*including Canada, 

epecial gradea - at- steel- are available with diMinishing 

susceptibility to. notc›-brittlenessp.from which :a choice 

can'be made, depending on the severity . of the conditions. 

Welding.of.steel often-requires ,special .properties 

of the weld metal tià  combat corrOsion, llIgh.temperature 

degradation, unusUalstresses, etc. ,eor example, Metal., - 

arc electrodes luave.been designed, with extremely low Con-'. 

trolled moisture content, to deposit alloy-steel weld metal 

with tensile strength .up.to 160,000 psi, -  or up to 250,000 

psi in the heat-treated.condition. High-strength low- 

•hydrogen electrodes are. used in  the  construction of nuclear 

slibmarines and  for the  joining of aircraft steels. 
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Various arc-welding processes have been devised for

manual, semi-automatic and automatic use using consumable

metal electrodes, with flux added in various ways. Flux

can be provided through a hopper, or in the form of a

continuous coating, or in the form of sintered beads, etc.

Sometimes flux protection is used in conjunction with a

gaseous shield of carbon dioxide.

The inert-gas tungsten-arc process is still very

valuable for joining aluminum, magnesium, stainless steel

and alloy steel in thin sheet, and also for joining unusual

materials. It offers flexibility and good protection.

Howéver, for thicker gauges of aluminum, stainless steel,

etc., the inert-gas metal-arc process with consumable

electrodes is now used extensively. This latter process

is also being used increasingly for low-alloy steels and

constructional steels, with carbon dioxide or argon as the

shielding gas. Many different forms of equipment and types

of power source can now be used for inert-gas metal-arc

welding with consumable electrodes, and the new dip-trans-

fer method using a short are will probably be utilized more

extensively because positional welding is thereby facili-

tated. A new method.'of cutting, sometimes known as plasma-

arc cutting, has been introduced with inert-gas metal-arc

equipment for aluminum and stainless steel,using an argon-

hydrogen,shielding-gas mixture. These methods are much

more satisfactory than the methods they replace.
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A-verY ,useful constructional method . is inert-gas 

tungsten-arc spot welding. The great advantage is that 

the joins.can be Made when access is available only-from 

one side. The-method is uSed .  to join.panelling onto a 

supporting structure. 

The carbon arc is used to some extent still for 

cutting, but its applications for welding are now rather 

limited. 

(c) Gas.Welding and Cutting  " 

'Autbmatic methods are noW,used extensively. for 

. cutting. CompleX shapes cen -be cut using an electronic - 

tracer, and. if the material is. thin it can bé stacked to 

cut many layers. .Great . thickneases of steel can be .cut 

using-the oxygen lance. The steel companies are the largest. 

usera  of.oxygen for cutting, Piercing, gouging, lancing 

and surface - Cleaning. 

.Manual.Oxy-acetylene. welding . is the favourite' of 

the small operator . because of ita adaptability. It is 

still the preferred method  for gray  Cast iron.' 

Oxy-acetylene heating is used for one method of 

pressure butt welding of pipes. 
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(d) Other Methods  

The technique of shell moulding has been used in 

conjunction with thermit welding for the joining of rails 

and reinforcing bar for concrete construction. 

The old process of forge welding has been used 

recently for joining of aluminum and magnesium alloys, 

with exceptionally close control of pressures and tem-

peratures. 

A similar process from a different.source developed 

from cold-pressure welding is thermal compression welding, 

for which controlled elevated temperatures are used to 

assist the joining. .Heavy deformation is still necessary. 

An important use is to join wire conductors to transistor 

semi-conductors. 

Cold-pressure welding is used to join aluminum 

electrical connectors, to join aluminum foil to similar 

material of medium thickness, and for lap joints in copper, 

etc. The materials must be in a fairly soft condition. 

The main advantage of the method lies in the simplicity of 

the equipment. 

Induction welding is really a pressure-welding 

process that uses higb-frequency current to provide heat 

for welding. It is used in pipe-making for the. longi-

tudinal seams, and for butt welding of pipe and bar 
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stock. Induction brazing is also well established. 

' Ultrasonic welding uses ultrasonic vibrations to . 	. 

effect joining.at two mating surfaces. .It,is used 

effectively to .jOin wire or.foll to .a thick base. . 

Electron-beam welding uses a focussed beam of 

electrons to provide a heating source. The parts to be - 

welded are placed in a vacuum chamber, and the direction 

of the beam is externally controlled. There has been a 

tendency for ihcreasing size in the vacuum chamber to 

accommodate larger articles to be welded.. Advantages are 

low distortion and extremely good protection during the 

welding operation. 

. Electro-slag welding offers  soie adVantéges-for 

very thick* Waterial. In fact,..the advantages of the method 

become more  apparentas  thickness ié increased. Lack. Of ' 

refineMeht:inthe weld, metal has .been. one of the limi-

tations, thOugh efforts are being made tO ovérComethis. 

Friction welding, to which much attention has 

been given in Soviet Russia, uses high rotational speed 

and sudden upset pressure to provide sufficient surface 

friction heating for welding. The method is good only 

for simple shapes such as bars,'thick-walled tuiles, etc. 
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On the other hand, .energy requirements are low compared 

with flash or resistance butt welding. 

Explosive welding, tried at various centres on 

the American continent, uses an explosive force to bring 

together the surfaces to be welded. Though only experi-

mental at present, it may in the future offer advantages 

for some applications. 
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Figure 1 - Copper panel of Im-Dugud, Mesopotamia,1 
height 3 ft. Before 3000 B.C. The stag  
ant1ers are brazed. (Reference 1, 
Vol. 1, p.640) 

Figure 2 - Iron-age fire-dogs from Cambridgeshire. 
Forge-welded construction. (Reference 1, 
Vol. 1, plate 5B) 
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Figure 3 - The iron pillar of Delhi, 310 A.D. 
Made from many separate blooms 
welded together. (Reference 28, 
plate 12, facing p.40) 
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Figure 4 - Resistance-welding machine designed 
by Lemp of Thomson Electric Welding 
Co. to make spoked wheels for wheel-
barrows and farm vehicles, 1896 A.D. 
(Reference 29, p.105) 1 
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Grid
Rheostat

Figure 5 - Original Benardos carbon-electrode
apparatus, 1885 A.D. (above), and
early arc-we7.ding circuits (below).
Note the use of a pail of water for
variable resistance. (Reference 15,

P-3)



Figure 6 - The unsuccessful Zerner electric 
"blow-pipe". (Reference 15, p.2) 
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THE ORIGINAL &NALL TRANGRORYKR. CONSTR.:7RO IN 1903, OR 11A0FIRLIC,  
SILicor STEEL. 

40 K.W. TR4N0r.11111.:11, 	 60 N.W. THAN:S.101NR. 	 1111,W. TIC.% Ne.111 , 11,1l. or 
l•01:97111,11,0 IN 19.5. 	 ..0;,TpurTEr. ■ N  1110G. 	 11E,  1'll.,> 1 1, 1111 , 1911 

Figure 7 - Early transformers using silicon steel, 
1903-1906 A.D. (Reference 28, plate 26, 
facing p.128) 



Figure 8 - Repair by welding of first intermediate 
cylinder in one of sabotaged German vessels, 
1919. The U.S.S. "Pocahontas", formerly 
Prinzess Irene. (Reference 15, P. 1 33) 1 

Figure 9 - Giant duplex spot welder, with 6 ft throat 
depth, to join 3/4 in. steel plate. Intended, 
but not used, for ship construction. 
(Reference 15, p.316) 
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Figure 10 - Projection welder for 
making floor 

grids, 1951. (Reference 30, plate 

18, courtesy of Blaw-Knox Co.) 
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Figure 11 - Electro-slag welding equipment 
available in the United States. 
The model shown has three 
separate wire feeds. (Vertomatic 
equipment by Arcos Corp.) 

1 
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Figure 12 - The X-15 rocket-powered manned aeroplane, 
largely of welded construction. (Reference 
31, Figure 3) 

Figure 13 - The world's largest submarine, the nuclear-
powered Triton, of welded high-strength 
steel construction. (Reference 32, p.893) 



Figure 14 - The first steel-framed building built 
according to plastic design, i.e.the 
fatigue laboratory of the British 
Welding Research Association, opened 
in 1952. (Reference 33, section on 
new facilities) 
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Figure 15 - Welded sphere for nuclear reactor at Dounray, 
under construction in 1957. (Reference 34, 
U. K. contribution, plates after p.253) 

Figure 16 - United States aircraft carrier U.S.S. 
"Forrestal" of welded construction. 
(Reference  34,  U.S. contribution, plates 
after p.253 




